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It is facilitated to draw at your house. You will certainly likewise add shades of your choice and this makes
your home looks very beautiful. They play an integral part in Indian festive celebrations. Every courtyard is
adored with vibrant muggulu. These are also called kolam or rangoli. This is very important in Hindu culture..
Telugu women of Andhra Pradesh are generally very fond of muggulu Melika Muggulu Without Colors
Melika Muggulu Without Colors Muggulu have become an integral part of every social and religious festival
and the celebrations are considered incomplete without muggulu Rangavallikalu With Dots Rangavallikalu
With Dots It is a part of the Telugu culture to draw muggulu daily in front of the main entrance. Chalks,
Colors, powered Calcium carbonate are used to draw them. It is believed that they create humbleness on
welcoming the visitors. It is also believed to prevent evil and undesirable elements from entering the houses.
Sankrantri Muggulu With Patterns Sankrantri Muggulu With Patterns Rangoli was one of the major
decorations or embellishments they were also considered a symbol of good-luck Beautiful Peacock Rangavalli
Rangoli or designs on the floor is an ancient traditional art of Indian culture Latest Rangavalli Patterns Latest
Rangavalli Patterns These adorable muggulu have become a part of our culture. Every wife wakes up early in
the morning cleans her courtyard and decorates them with beautiful desings. Deepala Muggulu Deepala
Muggulu Rangolis believed that they bring good luck to the place they are decorated. Chukkala Muggulu
Chukkala Muggulu This Rangoli Designs can be made more beautiful by keeping diyas in between or outside
the design New muggulu patterns New muggulu petterns Hi Readers, we are back here with some interesting
photos especially for you. Please go ahead and follow our page for more interesting and useful images which
can be used for competition. Enjoy and have fun. First make the dots with a chalk on the floor and use them to
guide you to draw the curlicues and patterns. This Geometric pattern is said to be so powerful that if your put
this design in your Pooja room or Pooja Mandiram for 21 days with an intent for something that you wish for ,
it will happen. It requires no Pooja and all you have to do is just put this muggu. It may seem slightly
complicated but when you practice it regularly you will get the hang of it. Put a dot in the center. Start joining
the dots from the numbers 1â€”3 â€”5 â€” 2 â€” 4 and back to 1. The count would be You can add turmeric
and saffron kumkum to enhance the beauty of this pattern. Wishing you all lovely ladies a Happy
Varalakhshmi Vratham with the choicest of abundance and prosperity! Sravana Maasam Special Muggu Hi
Readers, we are back here with some interesting photos especially for you. Make this Diwali Special Rangoli
Designs.
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The rangoli is a three steps on the image on the right. A very simple method to draw a rangoli with simple
peacock like designs. Place the dot grid, draw a central design in two steps as shown above, connect the
remaining dots to get the birds rangoli. The head and tail are drawn using the dots and beak is drawn free
hand. Finally fill the rangoli with colours. While drawing the basic rangoli it is desired to have as thin lines as
possible. Again this comes with practice. Using a basic dot grid of 5 to 3 idukku pulli called so because the
dots on either side of the row of dots are placed at the centre of the dots in the previous row the two images
show how three birds and six birds are drawn. The first image and first stage shows a star shaped design drawn
first. Consider a dot on the right side at the centre and one above it using these two dots the body of the bird
and its tail are drawn. Similarly two more birds are drawn. Another rangoli with 5 dots with birds designs. It is
a birds rangoli design. From each edge of the hexagon the neck of the bird is drawn to the dot grid. The head
and beak are added free hand. I have used blue and orange colours for the birds. A simple and easy rangoli
design. It is five dot six birds rangoli. A simple rangoli design with simple lamp patterns and hence can be
drawn for Navratri or Diwali and of course Karthigai. After placing the dots place two more dots at all the four
corners one horizontally on the left or right and the other vertically on the top or bottom. The three images
shows the intermediate steps. While drawing the step in the first two images is easy. Drawing the curved lines
to get the final birds designs has to be done with care. The extra dots are used to get the tail of the birds. Two
images showing how to draw this simple kolam with mango leaves patterns The rangoli design above is of dot
template 5 to 5. It has four leaves in orange and green with some patterns above each leaf. Since the leaves are
supposed to represent mango leaves such kolam are usually called maavilai kolam maavilai is Tamil for
mango leaves. Since this post is for learning rangoli I have tried a very simple and easy design. The steps
needed for drawing this rangoli are below the image. Mango leaves are associated with auspicious occasions
in Tamil Nadu. It is common to find entrances decorated with thoranam or toran made of mango leaves during
festivals like Pongal, Ugadi, Varalakshmi Pooja, Tamil New Year and house warming ceremonies and of
course Navratri kolu decoration. Hence the importance to these designs. Actually this design below has some
mango leaves. For a maavilai kolam please go to rangoli with 7 dots. Tulsi rangoli design for Diwali festival
or Tulsi Vivah The image on the top iss a rangoli with 5 by 5 dot grid for a thulasi madam design. Draw the
dot template. Using it draw the central oval designs intersecting each other. Add the base and the plant using
free hand patterns.. The two images in black and white show two intermediate steps. The Tulsi plant or
maadam as it called in Tamil or Tulsi vrindavan can be drawn with dots or free hand or a combination of both.
A plain and white rangoli version has been added below. Same rangoli on OHP sheet The image below shows
an intermediate step when the design in drawn on OHP sheet after fastening it on the top of the rangoli drawn
with pen or pencil The same rangoli after filling colours in the "maadam" and the Tulsi plant. It is a rangoli
design with 5 dots the dot pattern being 5 to 3 interlocked dots. Place the dot grid draw the hexagon at the
centre, draw straight lines to the edge of dot grid from the each edge of the hexagon, Connect the straight lines
with curved lines as shown. Fill with blue and pink lines. The diya design in orange has been added free hand
outside the dot grid. The simple decoration inside the hexagon with blue and pink colours is optional. A
simple vilakku kolam design for Karthigai or Deepavali if you are looking for a small design. From each of
the hexagon draw deepam patterns as shown. Fill the kolam with a few colours. The steps for drawing this
kolam or rangoli are shown in 3 stages. First the hexagon at the centre is drawn and from each edge straight
lines connect the outer dots. Then connect the dot between the lines with curved dots. Add lamp designs as
shown as also colours. A variation of the rangoli above drawn at the entrance of my house. I have added some
free hand desings. So, the kolam in the image below, with just 5 dots and the theme that is congruous with
Deepavali a deepam kolam. The dot pattern is 5 to 3 interlocked dots aka idukku pulli in Tamil. Very few
colourful lines have been added instead of filling up the entire design to make the kolam as simple as possible.
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Note it may not be easy as it appears to be though it is with five dots The next rangoli design is also with 5 by
5 dot pattern. It has four diya or deepam designs facing towards the centre. At the centre there are some floral
petals connecting the lamps. A free hand leaf border has been added around the rangoli. The image for this
rangoli design has been added below the image. First draw the four diya patterns. Add the floral and leaf
patterns for the remaining dots. Add the free hand patterns connecting the lamps through two green leaves as
shown. Draw the four flowers on the edges of the rangoli. Create the central design using the remaining dots.
Draw yellow lines parallel to the flower design to create flowers. The final rangoli image is as shown. Though
this is quite an easy rangoli design the image below shows in three steps how this floral rangoli with 5 by 5 dot
grid can be drawn in just three steps. However, the final image has different colours to show how we can
apply colours to a rangoli according to our imagination. Also, there are a wide variety of colours that can be
used for flowers. Two stages of the rangoli of this design have been added for reference. I hope this
information is correct. The picture on the right shows the initial stages of the kolam. The two images in black
and white show how we can draw it without using a dot grid. The flowers in pink are drawn without a dot grid
poo kolam or rangoli with 5 dots The same kolam above completed with two shades of orange this time the
floral patterns filled completely with colours. I have added the same design here - of course after drawing it
again. Three steps leading to this simple flower rangoli design with 5 by 5 dot grid are shown in the image.
Simple rangoli with 5 dots - simple patterns This is also a five dot rangoli. Draw the four designs along the
edges. Draw the central design. We can also add simple dots and curved lines to get the image below. The
rangoli design above is yet another rangoli with 5 dots. This design also has a free hand design influence as is
evident in many of the rangoli design with dots also drawn by me. Two images in black and white showing
two steps in this kolam or rangoli. Four motifs as shown in the design below are added between the flowers.
The central design is a simple one. It is a design suitable for free hand drawing also. Theoretically it is
possible for most rangoli designs and it should be easy for smaller rangoli. The second rangoli above is a very
simple free hand design. As usual a simple pattern at the centre decorated with simple motifs on four sides and
with very small flowers with four petals mounted on leaves or petals inclined to the base. Almost all I say
almost because I cannot with certainty say - all rangolis with dots can be drawn free hand and those without
dots can be converted into designs with dots. We have to spend some time to decide on the dot template
required to convert a free hand design into one with dots. So far as the ones with dots are concerned, only flow
of rangoli powder among the fingers matters to convert into a free hand design. Easier said than done. It may
be difficult to get the exact symmetry in complicated dot designs when we try free hand.
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Kolam designs include simple , easy patterns with dots and without for beginners and kids with steps. As the
title suggests they will all be without colours because that is what we usually draw as daily muggulu at the
entrance of our homes and reserve colourful ones for festivals. Place a 3 by 3 dot pattern , then place 2 and 1
dot on all four sides Using the in between dot grid type. Draw a square outside the 3 by 3 dot pattern. Then
draw four triangles as shown in the images. We do not need a big dot grid to draw beautiful muggulu. With
just three dots we can have a combination of flowers and butterflies. Draw the patterns at the four corner dots
as shown. In the remaining dots , draw floral petal designs. A simple muggu for learning , teaching or
practising. Add some colours if you are using as a simple muggu for festivals like Diwali and Sankranthi.
After completing we can add colours of our choice The first in this series of simple muggu with dots is a
geethala muggu or muggulu with lines. To make it easy I have used a dot pattern. A simple 5 by 5 dot pattern
and then placed 2 and 1 dots on all four sides. A simple muggu for Friday or functions is ready. I try to keep
the designs as simple as possible. I am also asked what book I refer to. I do not refer to any book. The next
muggu is with 5 by 5 dots. Draw the central pattern and use up the outer dots and add more free hand
decorations to complete the muggu. Small Diwali muggulu - 5 dots muggu With just five dots we can draw a
beautiful muggu with the padi kolam theme step like formation in kolam as shown in the image below. Using
a 5 by 5 dot grid , the first step is to begin with the two squares inside and proceed as shown in the remaining
images. Add a few patterns to get the simple , small , cute we can use any number of adjectives for this
beautiful muggu is got. Such simple and easy muggulu designs are most sought after even for festivals like
Diwali when we have big , bright and colorful rangoli. The next muggu uses the dot grid as follows ,6 dots
two rows , four and two dots on either side. The muggu is created by drawing straight lines outside the design
as we do in tippudu muggulu or melika muggulu Telugu for sikku kolam or neli kolam Draw the four squares
as shown in the first image. Use the remaining dots to connect lines to get the final image of the beautiful
muggu. The lines drawn outside the dot grid gives a special appearance. This is one of the best methods to
create simple beautiful muggu - drawing lines outside the dot grid. The next one is a muggu with dot 7 by 4
pattern. Draw the floral pattern at the centre, draw the hexagon around. Connect intersecting lines from the top
of the floral petals on all sides as shown. Connect the outer lines to form rhombuses. Finally add decorations
inside as shown to get a muggu that can be used as a daily muggu design. I am asked what book , I refer to for
creating kolam or muggu designs. I do not refer to any rangoli books. So I try accommodate those designs in a
suitable dot pattern and that is how I create muggu. Here is an example. This muggu with 7 by 4 dots pattern is
and can be created from a free hand pattern. The result , this muggu. An ideal small design for filling up
colours because Diwali rangoli is all about filling colours. The dot grid used is 7 by four after creating the
hexagon pattern at the centre , the arms are extended to get a design that appears to be six patterns interlocked.
Then some simple patterns are drawn in the free space to complete the rangoli if we want stop at the white
rangoli stage. Or instead of patterns we can use colours of suitable combination to fill up the spaces. One more
7 dots muggu for Diwali decoration at home A simple creative design that I created in the spur of the moment.
Actually I have a note book that I use to create rangoli. Some times I get the idea instantaneously , some times
it is after few attempts that I arrive at the final design. Shank rangoli or muggu with 9 by 6 dots for festivals Navratri , Diwali or Sankranthi With a 9 to 6 dot grid we can form four shanka patterns using a technique so
that the head portions of two conchs is common. Place the dot grid and shown in the first two images draw the
four conch or shank heads. Then draw the bottom portion of the shanka designs on both sides so that they are
touching each other. These steps are shown in the next two pictures. This is a good exercise for the mind! First
the patterns with straight lines are drawn on the four sides and then the remaining dots are used to get floral
patterns. Finally more free hand decorations are made inside the muggu if it left in the white muggu stage or
else we can fill with colours. The is a good design to practise straight and curved lines. There are three layers
of mango leaves on this 9 to 1 dot pattern. It is quite simple and easy to draw. This design is useful for adding
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colours for festivals like Diwali and Sankranthi when we have lots of colourful muggulu. The pictures below
should be useful for creating this design. This muggu is suitable for Navratri decoration for bommala koluvu
decoration or can be filled with colours for Diwali special muggulu. The same kolam can be drawn with a 7 to
1 dot grid , a simplified version.
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Telugu Muggulu Designs: Creating rangoli on the numerous events is the very best portion of any party. Various
countries have the distinct pattern of rangoli and in Andhra Pradesh rangoli is popularly called Muggu.
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